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To all tuflon, it totif CO1,067'fl: 
Be it known that I, ANSON O. KITTREDGE, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Slate Hill, Orange county, New York, have 
invented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Advertisers' Reply-Coupons, fully 
described and represented in the following 
specification and the accompanying draw 
ings, forming a part of the same. 
My improvement relates to newspapers and 

news-pamphlets of various kinds in which 
advertisements are printet, audi tie object of 
the invention is to increase the value of ad 
vertisements by facilitating communication 
with the advertiser in return. 
The invention is especially applicable to 

trade papers and pamphlets, a single issue of 
which often reaches a very large number of 
readers, and thus carries an advertisement to 

2O them at a cost greatly below that of a special 
3. card or communication mailed separately. 

Heretofore it has been common in such 
newspapers and pamphlets to connect with 
an advertisement a printed slip which may 
be mailed to the advertiser by any one who 
desires to communicate with him after read 
ing the advertisement; but in such case the 
slip requires an envelope to transmit it 
through the mails, and the reader of the ad 
vertisement must take the trouble to inclose 
the slip in an envelope and direct it. To 
save the trouble of directing an envelope to 
the advertiser, I form such slips by my in 
vention with a communication to the adver 
tiser printed upon one silk, witi, the adver 
tiser's name and address upon the opposite 
side, so that when the slip is detached from 
the leaf in which it is printed it is ready to 
mail upon the mere application of a stamp 
and the addition of the sender's name and 
address. The labor of thus communicating 
With the advertiser is reduced to the lowest 
point, and the probability of a reply to the 
advertisement is correspondingly increased. 
To fit the addressed slip for removal from the 
leaf, a Series of perforations innay be made 
around the margin of the slip, and to ?it the 
slip for safe transportation in the mails with 
out an envelope the leaf upon which it is 
printed is preferably made of thicker paper 
than the remaining leaves in the publica 
tion. 
The invention is illustrated in one form in 

the annexed drawings, in which 
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Figure 1 represents a pamphlet with the 55 
last leaf of the cover open to show the in 
scriptions printed therein, and Fig. 2 repre 
sents the outside of the same leaf of the cover. 
Fig. 3 shows an alternative construction. 

cit are the leaves of a pamphlet publication, 
the title of which-'The Trade Press’-is 
printed at the top of each page; but the in 
vention is applicable to any form of news 
paper or magazine. 

l) represents a coupon-leaf inserted inside 65 
the last leaf of the cover, and c represents 
the last leaf of the cover, 

Dotted lines d represent perforations 
through the leaves band c (upon lines adapted 
to form coupons e,f, and g on the leaf b and 
coupons h, , and j on the leaf c. The outer 
sides of the coupons upon the leaf c are ex 
posed in Fig. 2, the coupon h being addressed 
to the “Pharmaceutical Record Co., New 
York, the coupon i to the “Office IPublish 
ing Co.,’ and the coupon j to the “Trade 
Press Publishing Co., New York City.” Upon 
the inner side of the coupon l (shown in Fig. 
1) is a communication addressed to the “Phar. 
maceutical liocord Co.’ requesting them to 
mail to the undersigned a copy of the Phat'- 
maceutical Record, with blank lines be 
low the communication for the name and ad 
dress of the reader. Upon the inner side of 
the coupon i is a communication to the “Office 
Publishing Co.’ accepting the offer made in 
the “Office,” with similar lines for the name 
and address of the writer. The lines of per 
forations around and between the several 
coupons obviously adapt them to be torn 
from the leaf c and to be mailed with the 
mere addition of the name and address of 
the Writer upon the lines m, a stamp being at 
tached before depositing in the mail. A 
space k is shown reserved upon the address 
side of each coupon with directions upon 
the upper coupon in Fig. 2 to “attach two 
cent stamp before mailing. At the bottom 
of the leaf below the coupons in Fig. 2 is an 
inscription, “Directions for use on preceding 
page, which refers the reader of the outer 
sides of the coupons to the matter upon the 
inner sides of the same, and to the instruc 
tions pi inted below the inner sides of the 
colpons, as follows: “Directions: Detach cou 
pon, sigll halyle and address.” 
The couponse, f, and g (shown on leaf l) 

contain the addresses of different firms, like 
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the coupons shown in Fig. 2, with space for 
postage-stamp, and the opposite side of the 
leaf li would be provided opposite each of 
the coupons with a sii itable conn) unication 

5 to each firm or address. 
The communication lipoll the coupol) may 

contain all the information required by the 
leader to enable him to use it intelligibly and 
mail the same to the address printed upon 

1o the opposite side; or the conditions upon 
which the coupon is intended to be used may 
be printed upon some other leaf of the same 
publication, as would be inferred by the in 
scription on the inside of coupon i, where ref 

15 erence is made to an offer on page 10 of the 
“Trade IP'ess of January 16th, and also in 
couponi, where the Writer requests the Tr'? cle 
Press free in exchange for a list of carpenters, 
which would not be understood unless an of 

2O ?er to furnish the f'(t(de l'ess in exchange 
for such a list were elsewhere printed, 
In Fig. 3 a page l'of a printed publication 

is represented with three printed slips or 
coupons l' of the same form as the postallet 

25ter-sheets now sold y the Post-() ?lice De 
partment. I'erforations are provided upon 
the dotted lines (l to readily detach the cou 

outer sides of the coupons l are shown pro 
vided each with a printed address ready for 
mailing, and the opposite side of Slicl: COUl 
pons would be provided, like the coupons in 
Fig. 1, with a communication to the said 
address and with gum upon suitable lili ('s 
(lettered in the drawings) to secure the sev 
eral parts of the letter-sheet together into an 
envelope closed at the sides and ends, as is 

to already common in the use of letter-sheets. 
The coupon is thus adapted not only to trans 
mit a communication to the printed address, 
but to inclose thereto a bank-check or money 
or other inclosure, as may be required. The 

15 leaf upon which the coupon is formed would 
be preferably thicker or stiffer than the ordi 
nary leaves in a printed publication to adapt 
it for transportation through the nails with 
out injury. 

so From the above illustrations it will be geen 
that it is not essential that the coupoll should 
contain any information for the customer; 
but it is essential that it should contain a 
communication to the advertisch'. 

55 To print a communication in a suitable 
place upon the lea? to be removed therefrom, 
with the coupon bearing the address upon its 
opposite side, requires care in the printing, 
in which is involved one part of my in Ven 

6o tion. 
The perforations in the leaf to remove the 

coupons are not essential, as they may be 
severed by a shears; but they may be severed 
more accurately upon the right lines by pro 

65 viding the perforations, and the use of such 

of the leaf and a communication to the ad 

around the slip to facilitate its detachment 

coupons is greatly facilitated by providing 
for their detachment without the use of any 
tools. 

I am aware that advertising-cards provided 
With detachable coupons have been used and 
that Such coupons have been provided upon 
One side 'if address of the advertiser 
to a cattpt them for depositing in the mail, like 
a postal-card; but the opposite side of such 
coupons has not been provided with a com 
munication to the advertiser, so as to save 
the sender the trouble of expressing his de 
sires in writing. 

I wholly disclaim any card or article which 
requires to be mailed separately or which 
consists in two parts, with oue addressed to 
the advertiser and the other addressed to his 
customer. The labor and expense of dis 
patching such cards to a number of custom 
el's are not only virty great, but it requires a 
list of Such customers' addresses, whereas in 
my invention the coupon is a general com 
munication, which does not require to be ad 
dressed to any one or to be stamped for 
transmission th'ough the mails. Neither is it 
a part of a double card, but is a single slip re 
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lating (exclusively to the wishes of the cus 
pons, and other dottedlines) are show across 
the postal-sheet, representing the folds re 

3o quired to close the same before mailing. The 
tomer for communicating them to the ad 
Vertis (1. 

Mly (lc yi' is :lusively for use in printed 95 
pain; lets and papers, and exists only in com 
bination with the other leaves of such pub 
lications containing miscellaneous news. 
Iaving thus set forth my invention, what 

I claim heroin is 
1. it a printed pain lipinlet or paper, the colm 

bination, with such paper, of an advertiser's 
slip printed upon one of the caves, with the 
advertiser's address upon the slip on one side 
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vertiser upon the slip on the opposite side of 
the leaf, substantially as herein set forth. 

2. In a, printed pamphlet or paper, the com 
bination, with such paper, of an advertiser's 
slip printed upon one of the leaves, with the 
advertiser's address upon the slip on one side 
of the leaf, and a communication to the ad 
vertiser upon the slip on the opposite side of 
the leaf and perforations formed in the leaf 

C. 

I I5 
therefrom, substantially as herein Sct forth. 

3. In a printed news-pamphlet, a leaf pro 
vided with a series of coupons bordered by 
perfo, ations to facilitate their detachment 
from the leaf and cach coupon provided upon 
one side with an address and upon the op 
posite side with a communication to the same 
address. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 

my hand in the presence of two subscribing I 25 
Witnossos. 

ANS ()N (), KTTRE) G.E. 
Witt (SSCS: 

JAMES WHITE, 
HOS. S. (RAN E. 

  


